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Senior Java Developer

Apply Now

Company: Epam

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Description

For our client, one of the largest investment banks in the world, we're looking for a Senior

Java Developer.

This position offers a hybrid model, with 3 days per week working from the Customer

office in Wroclaw or Krakow.

SEE YOURSELF IN THIS ROLE

In our agile operating model, crews are aligned to larger products and services fulfilling

client needs and encompass multiple autonomous pods.

Youll be working on internal tools in one of the multi-national teams focusing on enhancing

current risk models, continuous improvement, and transition of future state risk models to the

cloud.

#java-finance

What Youll Do

Be an advocate for the team to ensure we build the right solution

Design, develop, and improve the digital products and technology services we provide to

risk managers, quants and other key stakeholders
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Apply a broad range of software engineering practices, from analyzing user needs and

developing new features to automated testing and deployment

Ensure the quality, security, reliability, and compliance of our solutions by applying our digital

principles and implementing both functional and non-functional requirements

Build observability into our solutions, monitor production health, help to resolve incidents, and

remediate the root cause of risks and issues

Understand, represent, and advocate for client needs

Share knowledge and expertise with colleagues, help with hiring, and contribute regularly to

our engineering culture and internal communities

What You Have

5+ years of experience as Java Developer

Ability to draw up target architectures and collaborate across teams to drive the solution

Extensive experience in multithreading and good understanding of microservices based

architecture

Know-how to apply standards, methods, techniques, and templates as defined by our SDLC

Ability to produce well-designed clean code following established architectural principles (e.g.

DDD, SOLID, TDD)

Ability to deliver solutions in a large-scale enterprise environment that are robust,

supportable, and scalable

Experience with cloud technologies will be a plus (Azure preferred)

We Offer

We gather like-minded people : Friendly team and enjoyable working environment

Engineering community of industrys professionals Flexible schedule and opportunity to work

remotely within Poland Chance to work abroad for up to 60 days annually Relocation within our

50+ offices

We provide growth opportunities : Outstanding career roadmap Leadership



development, career advising, soft skills and well-being programs Certification (GCP, Azure,

AWS) Unlimited access to LinkedIn Learning Language classes on English and Polish for

foreigners

We cover it all  : Stable income Participation in the Employee Stock Purchase Plan Referral

bonuses Benefits package (health insurance, multisport, shopping vouchers) Corporate

and social events

We may contact chosen candidates only

About EPAM

EPAM is a leading global provider of digital platform engineering and development services.

We embrace a dynamic and inclusive culture, where you will collaborate with multi-national

teams, contribute to a myriad of innovative projects, and have an opportunity to continuously

learn and grow. No matter where you are located, you will join a dedicated, creative,

and diverse community that will help you discover your fullest potential

Why EPAM

Apply Now
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